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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, novel circuits for XOR/XNOR and 
synchronous XOR–XNOR capacities are 
proposed. The proposed circuits are very advanced 
as far as the power utilization and deferral, which 
are because of low yield capacitance and low short 
out power dispersal. We likewise propose six new 
half breed 1-bit full-viper (FA) circuits dependent 
on the novel full-swing XOR–XNOR or 
XOR/XNOR entryways. Every one of the 
proposed circuits has its very own benefits 
regarding speed, control utilization, control defer 
item (PDP), driving capacity, etc. To research the 
exhibition of the proposed structures, broad 
HSPICE and Cadence Virtuoso reenactments are 
performed. The reenactment results, in light of the 
65-nm CMOS process innovation model, 
demonstrate that the proposed plans have 
predominant speed and power against other FA 
structures. Another transistor measuring technique 
is displayed to enhance the PDP of the circuits. In 
the proposed technique, the numerical calculation 
molecule swarm enhancement calculation is 
utilized to accomplish the ideal incentive for ideal 
PDP with less cycles. The proposed circuits are 
researched regarding varieties of the supply and 
limit voltages, yield capacitance, input commotion 
resistance, and the span of transistors. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Today pervasive electronic frameworks are an 
indistinguishable piece of regular daily existence. 
Computerized circuits, e.g., chip, advanced 

specialized gadgets, and advanced sign processors, 
involve a huge piece of electronic frameworks. As 
the size of mix expands, the ease of use of circuits 
is confined by the increasing measures of intensity 
and territory utilization. In this way, with the 
developing prominence and interest for the 
battery-worked versatile gadgets, for example, cell 
phones, tablets, and PCs, the creators endeavor to 
lessen control utilization and region of such 
frameworks while saving their speed.Optimizing 
the W/L proportion of transistors is one way to 
deal with abatement the power-postpone item 
(PDP) of the circuit while averting the issues came 
about because of decreasing the supply voltage. 
The effectiveness of numerous computerized 
applications relates to the presentation of the 
number juggling circuits, for example, adders, 
multipliers, and dividers. Because of the principal 
job of expansion in all the number juggling 
activities, numerous endeavors have select, convey 
skip, restrictive entirety, and convey look-ahead 
adders. Full viper (FA) as the central square of 
these structures is at the focal point of 
consideration.  

In light of the yield voltage level, FA circuits can 
be isolated into full-swing and non full-swing 
classes. Stan-dard CMOS, integral pass-transistor 
rationale (CPL), transmission entryway (TG), 
transmis-sion work, 14T (14 transistors) 16T, and 
crossover pass rationale with static CMOS yield 
drive full snake (HPSC) FAs are the most 
significant full-swing families. Nonfull-swing 
classification involves 10T, 9T, and 8T. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

.D. Markovic et. al., 2000, Developed a general 
synthesis method based on Karnaugh map. 
General rules of method are explained to synthesis 
logic gates in three forms of pass transistor logic 
such as CPL, DPL (Dual Pass transistor Logic) 
and DVL (Dual Value Logic). The method is 
applied to design two-input and three-input logic 
gates and it shows versatility with good efficiency. 
Here this method is applied to design two-input 
and three-input logic gates and it shows versatility 
with good efficiency. In over research the method 
is efficiently synthesizing logic gates which have 
balanced loads on true and complementary input 
signals is taken into consedration.  

A. Morgenshtein, et. al., 2000, This overhead is 
caused by the additional pre-computation circuitry. 
On the other hand, a Shannon-based GDI design 
does not require a special pre-computation 
circuitry because of its particular MUX-like 
nature, so that most area overhead is eliminated 
[94]. The presented approach can be used in 
combination with existingcell library-based 
synthesis tools to achieve an optimized design. 

Junbo Yu et. al., 2010, Proposed a two-stage 
thermal dependent leakage power minimization 
algorithm by using dual-Vth library during 
behavioral synthesis. Their experimental results 
shows an average of 17.8% saving in leakage 
power consumption and a slightly shorter runtime 
compared to the previous best known work. 

T. Kalavathidevi and C. Venkatesh, 2011, 
Implemented a Viterbi decoder using GDI cell at 
0.25μm technology with 3.5V Vdd and a 
frequency of 25MHz. The outputs of the 
convolutional encoder designed for the constraint 
lengths K=4, 5, 6, 7 and rate ½ are fed to the 
designed Viterbi decoder. The comparison results 
showed 29% reduction in power consumption and 

66% reduction in area by using GDI circuit than 
the CMOS circuit.  

Vahid Foroutan et. al., 2014, Presented two new 
symmetric designs for low- power, high speed full 
adder cells using GDI structure and hybrid CMOS 
logic style. The ULPD (Ultra Low- Power Diode) 
logic-level restorer is used in adders for 
fullvoltage swing. The circuits are optimized for 
energy efficiency at 0.13 µm and 90 nm partially 
depleted (PD) SOI CMOS process technology. 
Simulations performed on HSPICE and the 
comparison with standard full adder cells shows 
excessive improvement in terms of Power, Area, 
Delay and Power-Delay-Product (PDP) 

Partha Bhattacharyya, et. al., 2015, In this paper, a 
hybrid 1-bit full adder designemploying both 
complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor 
(CMOS) logic and transmission gate logic is 
reported. The design was first implemented for 1 
bit and then extended for 32 bit also. The circuit 
was implemented using Cadence Virtuoso tools in 
180- and 90-nm technology. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

 XOR AND XNOR GATES 

XOR–XNOR Circuits 

Half breed FAs are made of two modules, 
including 2-input XOR/XNOR (or concurrent 
XOR–XNOR) door and 2-to-1 multiplexer (2-1-
MUX) entryway. The XOR/XNOR entryway is 
the significant buyer of intensity in the FA cell. 
Consequently, the power utilization of the FA cell 
can be decreased by ideal structuring of the 
XOR/XNOR door. The XOR/XNOR door has 
additionally numerous applications in 
computerized circuits plan. Numerous circuits 
have been proposed to actualize XOR/XNOR 
door, which a couple of instances of the most 
proficient ones are appeared in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. (a) and (b) Full-swing XOR/XNOR and (c)–(g) 

 

Fig. 1(a) shows the full-swing XOR/XNOR gate 
circuit designed by double pass-transistor logic 
(DPL) style.This structure has eight transistors. 
The main problem of this circuit is using two high 
power consumption NOT gates on the critical path 
of the circuit, because the NOT gates must drive 
the output capacitance. 

Fig. 1(b) shows another example of the full-swing 
XOR/XNOR gate [11], each made of six 
transistors. This circuit is based on the PTL logic 
style, whose delay and power consumption are 
better than the circuit depicted in Fig. 1(a). The 
only problem of this structure is using a NOT 
gates on the critical path of the circuit. The XOR 
circuit of Fig. 1(b) has the lower delay than its 
XNOR circuit, because the critical path of XOR 
circuit is comprised of a NOT gates with an nMOS 
transistor (N3). But the critical path of XNOR 
circuit is comprised of a NOT gates and a pMOS 
transistor (P5) (pMOS transistor is slower than 
nMOS transistor). Therefore, to improve the 
XNOR circuit speed, the size of pMOS transistor 
(P5) and NOT gates should be increased. 

Fig. 1(c) shows an example of the simultaneous 
XOR–XNOR circuit [16]. This circuit is based on 
the CPL logic style that has been designed by 
using ten transistors. In this struc-ture, the outputs 
have been driven only by nMOS transistor, and 
thus, two pMOS transistors are connected to 

outputs (XOR and XNOR) as cross coupled to 
recover the output-level voltages. One problem of 
this XOR–XNOR circuit is to have the feedback 
(cross-coupled structure) on the outputs, which 
increases the delay and short-circuit power of this 
structure. 

In Fig. 1(d), when the inputs are in A B =00, the 
transistors N3, N4, and N5 are turnedOFFand logic 
“0” is passed through the transistor N2 to XOR 
output. This “0” on XOR charges the XNOR 
output to VDD by transistor P3. Therefore, the 
critical path of this circuit is larger than that of the 
circuit of Fig. 1(c). Also, in this structure, the 
short-circuit 

full-swing XOR–XNOR gate with only six 
transistors is proposed [shown in Fig. 1(e)]. The 
two complementary feedback transistors (N3 and 
P3) restore the weak logic in the output nodes 
(XOR and XNOR) when the inputs equal to A B = 
00, 11. However, this circuit suffers from the high 
worst case delay, because when the inputs change 
from A B = 01, 10 to A B = 11, 00, the outputs 
reach its final voltage value in two steps. 

In the circuit of Fig. 1(f), to solve the slow 
response problem and operate in low voltage 
supplies, two nMOS transistors (for A B =11) and 
two pMOS transistors (for A B =00) havebeen 
added to the XOR and XNOR outputs, 
respectively. The advantages of this structure are 
good driving capability, full-swing output, and 
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robustness against transistor sizing and supply 
voltage scaling. The main problem of this circuit is 
the structure of feedback that imposes extra 
parasitic capacitance to the XOR and XNOR 
output nodes. Thus, the delay and power 
consumption significantly increase. 

Fig. 1(g)  shows another circuit for improving the 
structure of Fig. 1(e). In this structure, a NOT gate 
is used to improve the circuit speed. This circuit 
has a better speed than Fig. 1(e), because in Fig. 
1(g), the transistors N5 and P5 have the path from 
GND or VDD to the output nodes in two states of 
inputs ( A B = X 1 for N5 and A B = X 0 for P5). 

 

Proposed XOR–XNOR Circuit 

 

Fig. 2. (a) Nonfull-swing XOR/XNOR gate [24]. 
(b) Proposed full-swing XOR/XNOR gate. (c) RC 
model of proposed XOR for AB = 10. (d) RC 
model of proposed XOR for AB = 11. (e) Proposed 
XOR–XNOR gate. 

The nonfull-swing XOR/XNOR circuit of Fig. 
2(a) [24] is proficient regarding the power and 
deferral. Moreover, this structure has a yield 
voltage drop issue for just one info coherent 
esteem. To take care of this issue and give an ideal 
structure to the XOR/XNOR entryway, we 
propose the circuit appeared in Fig. 2(b). For all 
conceivable info blends, the yield of this structure 
is full swing. The proposed XOR/XNOR entryway 

does not have NOT doors on the basic way of the 
circuit. In this way, it will have the lower deferral 
and great driving capacity in examination with the 
structures of Fig. 1(a) and (b). In spite of the fact 
that the proposed XOR/XNOR door has one more 
transistor than the structure of Fig. 1(b), it evil 
spirit strates lower control dissemination and 
higher speed.  

The info An and B capacitances of the XOR 
circuit appeared in Fig. 2(b) are not symmetric, on 
the grounds that one of these two ought to be 
associated with the contribution of NOT 
entryways and another ought to be associated with 
the dispersion of nMOS transistor. Moreover, the 
information capacitances of transistors N2 and N3 
are not rise to in the ideal circumstance (least 
PDP). Additionally, the request of information 
associations with transistors N2 and N3 won't 
influence the capacity of the circuit. Therefore, it 
is smarter to interface the information A, which is 
likewise associated with the NOT entryways, to 
the transistor with littler information capacitance. 
By doing this, the info capacitances are 
progressively symmetrical, and in this way, the 
postponement and power utilization of the circuit 
will be decreased. To explain which transistor (N2 
or N3) has bigger information capacitance, let us 
consider the condition that the data sources change 
from A B = 00 to A B = 10. In this condition, as 
the RC model of XOR is appeared in Fig. 2(c) and 
(d), the transistor N2 is driving just the 
capacitance of hub X from GND to VDD − Vthn 
[Fig. 2(c)], so it won't require lower RN2 . Be that 
as it may, when the information sources change 
from A B = 10 to A B = 11, as per Fig. 2(d). 

 

Fig. 3. Normalized PDP with a = 3 for 1 ≤ kN2, kN3 
≤ 4 
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Fig. 4: (a) Circuit Layout of Proposed XOR, (b) 
Circuit Layout of Proposed XNOR 

Fig. 2(e) shows the proposed structure of the 
simultaneousXOR–XNOR  gate consisting of 12 
transistors. This structureis obtained by combining 
the two proposed XOR and XNORcircuits of Fig. 
2(b). The input A and B capacitancesare not equal 
(the inputs A and B are connected to the 
sametransistor count). Thus, to equal the input of 
capacitances, theyare connected to the circuit, as 
shown in Fig. 2(e). In this case,the input 
capacitances are approximately equal and the 
powerand delay are optimized. This structure does 
not have any NOTgates on the critical path and its 
output capacitance is verysmall. For this reason, it 
is very high speed and consumeslow power. The 
delay of  XOR  and XNOR  outputs of thiscircuit 
is almost identical, which reduces the glitch in 
thenext stage. Other advantages of this circuit are 
good drivingcapability, full-swing output, as well 
as robustness againsttransistor sizing and supply 
voltage scaling.The proposed  XOR/XNOR  and 
simultaneous XOR–XNORstructures were 
compared with all the above-mentioned structures 
(Fig. 1). The input pattern is used as all possible 
inputcombinations  have  been  included  [Fig.  
5(a)].  The  maximum frequency for the inputs 
was 1 GHz and 4× unit-sizeinverter (FO4) was 
connected to the output (as a load). Thesize of 
transistors has been selected for optimum PDP by 
usingthe proposed transistor sizing method, which 
the proposedprocedure will be described in 
Section VI. The optimum sizeof transistors for 
each XOR/XNOR  and XOR–XNOR  circuitsare 
expressed in Table I. In the output rise and fall 
transition,the delay is calculated from 50% of the 
input voltage levelto 50% of the output voltage 

level. The PDP will be calculatedby multiplying 
the worst case delay by the average 
powerconsumption of the main circuit.The results 
indicate that the performance of the 
proposedXOR/XNOR and simultaneous XOR–
XNOR structures is betterthan that of the 
compared structures. The proposed XOR and 
XNOR circuits [Fig. 2(b)] have the lowest PDP 
and delay, respectively, compared with other 
XOR/XNOR circuits. Also, the delay of these two 
proposed circuits is very close together that 
prevents the creation of glitch on the next stage. 
The delay, power consumption, and PDP of the 
XOR and XNOR circuits of Fig. 1(a) are almost 
equal, due to having the same structures. As 
mentioned earlier and according to the obtained 
results, the XOR circuit of Fig. 1(b) has a better 
performance than its XNOR circuit. The proposed 
circuit for simultaneous XOR–XNOR has better 
efficiency in all three cal-culated parameters 
(delay, power dissipation, and PDP) when it is 
compared with other XOR–XNOR gates. The 
proposed XOR–XNOR circuit is saving almost 
16.2%–85.8% in PDP, and it is 9%–83.2% faster 
than the other circuits. The circuits of Fig. 1(d) 
and (e) have the very high delay due to its output 
feedback (which have the slow response problem). 
As can be seen in Table I, the efficiency of Fig. 
1(e) is much worse and its delay is four times 
more than that of other circuits. Table I indicates 
that the structures have shown a better 
performance, which have the minimum NOT gates 
on the critical path and also have not feedback on 
the outputs to correct the output voltage level. 

Proposed Fast Full Adders 

We proposed six new FA circuits for various 
applications which have been shown in Fig. 6. 
Also, Fig. 7 shows the circuit layout of proposed 
FA cell shown in Fig. 5(a). These new FAs have 
been employed swith hybrid logic style, and all of 
them are designed by using the proposed 
XOR/XNOR or XOR–XNOR circuit. The well-
known four-transistor 2-1-MUX structure is used 
to implement the proposed hybrid FA cells. This 
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2-1-MUX is created with TG logic style that has 
no static and short-circuit power dissipation. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Proposed six new hybrid FA circuits. (a) 
HFA-20T. (b) HFA-17T.(c) HFA-B-26T. (d) 
HFA-NB-26T. (e) HFA-22T. (f) HFA-19T. 

 

 

Fig.6. Circuit layout of proposed HFA-20T. 

 

Fig. 5(a) shows the circuit of first proposed hybrid 
FA (HFA-20T) which is made by two 2-to-1 
MUX gates and theXOR–XNOR gate of Fig. 2(e). 
The circuit of HFA-20T has not high power 
consumption NOT gates on critical path and 
consists of 20 transistors. The advantages of this 
structure are full-swing output, low power 
dissipation and very high speed, robustness against 
supply voltage scaling, and transistor sizing. If A B 
= 1, then the output Cout signal equals to the input 
signal A or B. But to equalize the inputs 
capacitance, both of the input signals A and B are 
used for implementation and are connected to the 
transistors N9 and P10 [in Fig.5(a)], respectively. 
The only problem of HFA-20T is reduction of the 
output driving capability when it is used in the 
chain structure applications, such as ripple carry 
adder. Of course, this problem exists in the circuits 
that use the transmission function theory in their 
implementation without buffering output. 
proposed HFA-20T which designed for minimum 
power consumption. 

One way to reduce the power consumption of the 
FA structures is to use a XOR/XNOR gate and a 
NOT gates to generate the other XOR or XNOR 
signal. The proposed hybrid FA cell (HFA-17T) 
shown in Fig. 5(b) is designed by using theXOR 
gate of Fig. 2(b). This structure is made by 17 
transistors that has three transistors less than the 
HFA-20T. The delay of HFA-17T is higher than 
that of HFA-20T due to the addition of NOT gates 
on the critical path of the HFA-17T (for making 
the XNOR signal from the XOR signal). It may be 
expected that the power consumption of HFA-17T 
is less than that of HFA-20T due to the reduction 
in the number of transistors. But the NOT gate on 
the critical path of the circuit increases the short 
circuit power. So there is no significant reduction 
in total power dissipation of the HFA-17T. Also, 
the NOT gate will slightly improve the output 
driving capability of the circuit. 

As mentioned earlier, using the buffer on the 
output of a circuit is almost mandatory, especially 
in applications that the output capacitance of each 
stage is high. In practice, the driving capability of 
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VLSI circuits is degraded due to the creation of 
the parasitic capacitors and resistors during the 
fabrication, as well as increasing the threshold 
voltage of transistors over the time, but the output 
buffer improves this situation. Fig. 5(c) presents 
the third proposed hybrid FA with buffers on the 
Sum and Cout outputs (HFA-B-26T), and it is made 
with 26 transistors. There are XOR–XNOR gate, 
one 2-1-MUX gate, and NOT gates on the critical 
path of HFA-B-26T. The output NOT gates are 
used to prevent the driving output nodes by the 
inputs of the circuit and also reduce the resistance 
from the output node of the circuit to the sources 
(VDD and GND). The power consumption and 
delay of HFA-B-26T are more than that of HFA-
20T and HFA-17T FAs. Fig. 5(d) shows another 
proposed hybrid FA with new buffers (HFA-NB-
26T), where they are placed in the data inputs of 
2-1-MUX gates instead of placing the buffers in 
the outputs. If the input signals of A and C are 
produced by the buffer, then for all possible input 
combinations, the Sum and Coutoutputs are not 
driven by the inputs of the circuit. To dothis work, 
three additional NOT gates are enough, because 
there was already the A signal and can be made the 
buffered A signal with an extra NOT gate. So the 
HFA-NB-26T FA circuit is made by 26 
transistors. The data input nodes of 2-1-MUXs 
reach to their final value (GND or VDD) before the 
XOR and XNOR signals are produced. Thus, the 
critical path of HFA-NB-26T consists of an XOR–
XNOR gate and a 2-1-MUX, and its delay is 
reduced compared with the HFA-B-26T. The 
driving capability of the HFA-NB-26T is slightly 
less than that of HFA-B-26T due to existing the 2-
1-MUX gate between the buffer and the output 
node [which increases the resistance from the 
output node to the sources (VDD and GND)]. 

The circuits of HFA-20T and HFA-17T have been 
designed so that the less number of transistors has 
been used. To produce the output Sum signal, the 
XOR, XNOR, and C signals are only used so no 
additional NOT gates needs to generate the C 
signal, whereas if the C signal is also used to 

produce the Sum output, then XOR and XNOR 
signals will not drive the Sum output through the 
TG multiplexer, but only they will be connected to 
the data select lines of 2-1-MUX. So the 
capacitance of XOR and XNOR nodes become 
smaller, and the delay of the circuit will be 
improved. The circuits of Fig. 5(e) and (f) (named 
HFA-22T and HFA-19T, respectively) have been 
created by applying the above idea to HFA-20T 
and HFA-17T, respec-tively. It is expected that the 
power consumption and delay of the HFA-22T 
and HFA-19T FA circuits are less than that of 
HFA-20T and HFA-17T, respectively (despite 
having two more transistors), due to the less 
capacitance of XOR and XNOR nodes. Also, by 
adding the C signal, the driving capability of 
HFA-22T and HFA-19T will be better than that of 
HFA-20T and HFA-17T, respectively. 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

In the output rise and fall transition, the delay is 
calculated from 50% of the input voltage level to 
50% of the output voltage level. The PDP will be 
calculated by multiplying the worst case delay by 
the average power consumption of the main 
circuit. Fig. 7 shows the time-domain simulation 
results (waveform) of the proposed FA. 

 

Fig. 7. Time-domain simulation results 
(waveform) of the proposed FA. 
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Fig. 8. Simulation results of FAs versus VDD. (a) Delay. (b) Average power consumption. (c) PDP. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we originally assessed the 
XOR/XNOR and XOR–XNOR circuits. The 
assessment uncovered that utilizing the NOT 
doors on the basic way of a circuit is a downside. 
Another weakness of a circuit is to have a positive 
criticism on the yields of the XOR–XNOR 
entryway for remunerating the yield voltage level. 
This input expands the postponement, yield 
capacitance, and, therefore, vitality utilization of 
the circuit. At that point, we proposed new 
XOR/XNOR and XOR–XNOR doors that don't 
have the referenced detriments.  

At long last, by utilizing the proposed XOR and 
XOR–XNOR doors, we offered six new FA cells 
for different applications. Additionally, an 
adjusted strategy for transistor estimating in 
advanced circuits was proposed. The new 
technique uses the numerical calculation PSO 
calculation to choose the fitting size for transistors 
on a circuit and furthermore it has generally 
excellent speed, exactness, and intermingling. In 
the wake of recreating the FA cells in various 
conditions, the outcomes showed that the proposed 
circuits have an excellent exhibition in every 
single reenacted condition. 
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